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This is how we roll
We roll 

This is how we roll
We roll

Here we go here we go

So you wanna know how to make pumpkin bread
First put this hat up on your head
Wash your hands and dry them too
Before we even thinkin’ ‘bout doin’ the do.

Pre-heat the oven 350 ai’ight?
I’m talkin’ degrees that’s fahrenheit
It’s first things first before we commence
Gotta make sure we got our ingredients

2 cups pumpkin cooked up fresh
3 1/2 cups flour, whole wheat’s the best
2 teaspoons of baking soda
3 cups sugar is my sweetness quota

4 raw eggs, cold beaten with haste
1 cup oil, that’s vegetable based
1 and one half teaspoons of salt
It helps enhance that flavor y’all

Now don’t forget about the spice
Cinnamon and nutmeg go real nice
Jus’ about two tea spoons of each one
And now yo prep is almost done

1/2 cup of water completes the list
To make two loafs of pumpkin bliss
Now ya don’t need a pin to make the dough
Just come with us ‘cause

This is how we roll
We roll 

This is how we roll
We roll

Put the dry stuff in a mixing bowl
That’s the flour, soda, salt, sugar, spices yo
Stir ‘em up all together with a big ‘ol spoon
We’ll be getting our bake on real soon

Add the oil and pumpkin from the cups
Add the eggs and the water and and mix it up
Grease and flour those pans, yeah that’s enough
It keeps the stuff from gettin’ stuck

Pour the batter in the bins cause ain’t no Betty Botter’s bitter butter in the batter, and there ain’t no thing 
the matter



Then pat ‘em and prick ‘em and mark ‘em with a P
And put em in the oven for E-Z-B

Let em bake at 350 for an hour and then 
Get em out of the oven and cool for ten.
Slice em up real nice all sugar and spice 
Serve em up to all yo friends

(This is how we roll)
Workin’ as a team
Like a bread machine

(We roll)
Servin’ nice and hot
Sharin’ what we got

(This is how we roll)
Breakin’ bread together
Doesn’t matter whether

(We roll)
You’re the host or guest
Everyone of us is blessed

Now oura belly is full and yo friends are fed
But there’s a little more to this pumpkin bread
Every slice is a lot like you and me
Made from the same stuff, the same recipe

And everyone is part of the human race
We’re all unique, but we’re from the same place
Made with care and created with love
One people one world one sky above

So wake up all my sisters and brothers
Make new friends and love each other
There’s so much more here to discover
Just make the move ‘cause

(This is how we roll)
To the beat, to the beat
Down the street to my peeps

(We roll)
Through the cities and towns
We here to break it down

(This is how we roll)
In our place of birth
On the planet Earth

(We roll)
Through the galaxy
We’re in harmony

(This is how we roll)
Through the universe
From the last to first

(We roll)
To infinity
Reachin’ unity


